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A nice Phil Kraft “Bi-Fli” with single-channel 465 MHz radio in the early 1960’s. Phil’s original
can be seen flying in this video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ld4fPt5go0U
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From the Bench
By Mike Denest

AMA/FAA Business
As you are well aware, the FAA Remote ID regulations have been released,
fortunately not as originally written with the draconian requirements that would
have shut down almost all of RC model aviation. There is no registration of each
aircraft you own; you can apply your registration ID to all of your models. There is
no requirement to carry Remote Identification (RID) equipment as long as you are
flying from a FAA recognized flying site, fly only for recreational purposes and the
most important, fly safe as you always have. This is a good start and well worth the
effort of you and the AMA to make it happen. Practice safe habits at the field as you
always have. The FAA has recognized the excellent safety record of model aviation and it has paid off. If you have questions
about the rule or any other subject related to AMA, contact the District Vice President of your region or his Associate. You
can also contact AMA Government Relations. I do not recommend contacting the FAA as you may not get the correct
information. AMA has a working relationship with the FAA and all questions regarding the rule or other related issues
should go through AMA for the correct answer. You will also be required to pass an aeronautical knowledge test which is
being designed in such a way as to not receive a failing grade. For more information, the best location is the AMA website
for the latest updates.
Build Season
Ok, for those of us not located in the Sunbelt states, we should already be building the next project for the upcoming flying
season. As you know, the 2021 theme plane is any of the Sterling Mambo series of airplanes or the scaletheme planes, the
Goldberg Skylane 62 or 1/2A Skylane. I’m well on my way with the original Mambo which can be seen in a build thread on
the RC Groups Vintage and Old Timer Forum.
VRCS Apparel Reminder
Calleo Apparel is our supplier for shirts, hats, patches and anything else VRCS related. You can order your items through
their website www.calleo.com. Be sure to mention VRCS when you order.
Help Needed
We need a volunteer to take over the reins as webmaster from Norm Berger who has expressed his desire to pass the job to
someone new. IT skills are necessary to manage the VRCS website and database with experience in web design a plus. For
your efforts, your VRCS membership is free for the duration of your position. Contact Norm or myself for more information.
See you at the bench,

Mike
Theme Plane designs for 2021.
Because so many events have been cancelled due to Covid 19, preventing many from campaigning their 2020 Theme
plane's, we are keeping the Mambo as our 2021 Theme Plane, and are also adding any of the Mambo variants.
2021 Designs are:
Original 48" span Mambo, Minnie Mambo, Mighty Mambo and the Mambo Special.
The Scale theme plane remains the Goldberg 1/2A Skylane and, keeping with the variants for 2021,
we are adding the Goldberg Skylane 62. Let's hope the 2021 flying season will be more successful than 2020.
Happy New Year to all and to all a happy building and flying season!
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VP’s Voice
By John Haffner

Happy New Year and here is hoping we will have a better year than last. Covid sure
put a dent into the hobby last year, and this winter in the Mid-Atlantic has not been
much better, with wet gloom and high winds, flying opportunities have been few
and far between. Luckily for us, our hobby has an indoor component, and I have been busy in the shop taking advantage of
the bad weather. I just finished an Enya .53 4C powered Proctor Mini Antic. (Floats for the Mini Antic are next.) Attached
are some pictures. Speaking of pictures, if you are working on a winter project, or have completed one, email me some
photos to put into the Vintage Flier

It also looks as if VR/CS will have a booth at the 2021 Dayton Modelrama in Dayton, OH, April 23-24. Now that the WRAMS
Show and The Toledo Show are no more, the Dayton Modelrama is the sole remaining event east of the Mississippi. It is a
giant swap meet and Model Expo put together. If you can, please try to attend. It should be fun and a great opportunity to
find that one-of-a-kind kit or plane you just can’t live without. Also the Air Force Museum is right nearby at WrightPatterson AFB. Always a great place to visit, especially if you are a scale fan as I am.

0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

Do not forget to subscribe to the Vintage Radio Control Society thread on RC Group ( It’s free ) :
https://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showthread.php?3157192-Vintage-Radio-Control-Society
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
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Speaking of scale, I have not forgotten the Vintage Scale fans this issue. The featured kit is a VK Sopwith Camel. The VK
WWI kits were really beautifully engineered and packed with lots of scale goodies to make a top notch scale airplane that
flies beautifully. The Camel is rendered in 2”: 1’ scale, so it has a 56” span, and with a finished weight around 6 lbs. it will
need a .45-.60 two stroke or .70-.80 four stroke engine (go with a four stroke).
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Hang in there and keep building. I hope to see you in Dayton in April, or at a VR/CS event this year.

John Haffner
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North West Region
By Bruce Tharpe
Northwest Report

It's an annual tradition now. At the start of each year, I dutifully flip through a batch of old magazines in order to update my
"Vintage Resources" and "Great VRCS Kit List". For those who may not know, this is simply a list of American kits that were
routinely advertised in the early eighties. The idea is that these are the kits closest to the 35-year VRCS cutoff, so the list is a
quick reference to see if a certain plane is truly eligible for VRCS events during the upcoming year.
Some are obvious, like the AAMCO kits (S Ray, H Ray, Trainermaster, etc...), but others are less obvious, like the Sig King
Kobra or the Top Flite Hot Kanary. Each new year brings a new batch of old kit designs that are now considered vintage.
New companies make an appearance as well. Again, I'm just going by advertising, so it's hard to tell for sure if they were
started in 1985 or sometime sooner. At least according to this pile of 1985 magazines, newcomers to the list include Bob
Martin, Davy Systems, and GM Precision. Once again, Joe Bridi is on the list with what appears to be a new company, Bridi
Aircraft Designs. Maybe it's been done, but it would be interesting to read the "Bridi Story" and piece together a timeline
that chronicles his various companies during this era. Best I can tell from the magazines, and going by distant memories, he
sold his original company to Great Planes and signed some sort of non-compete agreement. Joe got around this by making
kits for Kraft Systems, then Model Aircraft Designs. After a certain amount of time, Joe could use his name again and started
Bridi Aircraft Designs. Is any of this correct?
Some of the most notable planes that made it on the list include the Ace 4-40, the Great Planes Super Aeromaster, the Sig
Morrisey Bravo, and the Top Flight Holy Smoke 40. Perhaps the star of the year belongs to Carl Goldberg Models. They
introduced their Piper J-3, better known as the Anniversary Cub.
Visit the Vintage R/C Resources page on my website: http://www.btemodels.com/vintage-resources.html Scroll down for
the kit list.

North West Region members should contact me with any VRCS related items, including ideas for VRCS events at your field,
winter building activities, and any other VRCS related items that may be on your mind. Please contact me at
bruce@btemodels.com or 541-582-1708

O000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

Welcome to the new members who joined VRCS in
December and January:
Matthew Prachar Grove City, OH
Dennis Gurtner Helotes, TX
Alasdair Clark United Kingdom
Michael Hess Marcella, AR
Glenn DeCosta Lancaster, MA

0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000OOOOOOO
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South West Region
By Robert Nunes
Hello again Southwest members, hope everyone is doing fine.
Hope everyone also had a great New Year and 2021 is treating you
well. Unfortunately I lost my father recently, so it has been hard
on me and my family. I haven’t been able to do much R/C stuff,
but hopefully things will start getting back to normal soon.
I have enclosed some pictures of some vintage kits that I picked up recently. A
Goldberg 62 Skylane that is also VRCS 2021 scale theme model. As most of you know,
the 1/2A size Skylane was the scale theme model for last year, but because of the
Covid 19 mess, it was carried over to 2021 and the 62” one was also added for this
year.
Also picked up a VK Models Cherokee and a Sterling Models Lancer. Both kits I have
always wanted since I was a kid and finally got them. I guess better late then never
lol.

The model club I belong to and am president of plans on bringing up at our next meeting on Feb. 8th. the subject of
having a VRCS meet sometime this year. I was surprised to find how many of our own members and members of our
neighboring clubs fly older models, many of which meet VRCS rules. I will keep you updated as we proceed with this plan.
Sorry I don’t have more this time, but hopefully I will have more for you next time.

Take care Rob Nunes.

South West Region members should contact me with any VRCS related items, including ideas for VRCS events at your field,

winter building activities, and any other VRCS related items that may be on your mind.
Please contact me at rob_nunes2003@yahoo.com or 559-906-2910
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North East Region
By Jeff Troy
1912 Blackburn Monoplane
David Muchmore had recently called out for our LCRCC club members’ latest projects, so I narrowed a
rather large field down to this—one of my favorites, the 1912 Blackburn Monoplane.
I became aware of the Blackburn in 1989 while flying my 1914 Bleriot XI-2 at the inaugural Top Gun Invitational. In addition
to my Bleriot, the Blackburn was the only other model at the event to use wing warping for roll control. The competitor who
flew it was from Italy.
I was rather impressed with the aeroplane, and because it was a far less complex subject than my XI-2, I thought that the
Blackburn would make a great standoff scale model for everyday fun at the local field. I ran into some difficulty trying to find
out anything about it, so I called my longtime buddy, Dave Platt, who was the announcer and a static judge at Top Gun. Dave
knew that it was an English kit, and he would try to check on it for me.
A month or so later, completely unsolicited and unexpected by me, the 1912 Blackburn Monoplane kit—designed in the
mid-1980s by David Boddington and manufactured by D&B Sport and Scale in England—was delivered to the New Jersey
hobby shop that I managed at the time. Dave had sent it, but never let me know whether he had it shipped from England or
just sent it from his private stash. Either way, I thought it was an absolutely amazing gift. Good guy, that old Limey!
Like so many other kits in my own stash, the Blackburn sat largely untouched for nearly 30 years, except that, roughly five
years ago, I did go so far as to build the frames for the model’s tail surfaces. That year, my wife, Lisa, bought two sets of highend German wire wheels for me from the American importer in the Carolinas—one for the Blackburn and another for the
1/3-scale Bleriot XI-2 that I still hope to build for any future scale competition.
This past summer (2020), I finally broke down and got to work on the Blackburn. The model is 1/4 scale with a 96-inch
wingspan and a true-to-scale outline. The kit was designed as a simple, 3-channel model on rudder, elevator, and throttle.
Wing warping is only mentioned briefly in the instructions as being a builder-elected option, and of course, I had to have
that. Like the Bleriot, the rudder is the primary control for steering, and wing warping (as described in a flight-instruction
book by Wilbur Wright) is used to correct too much “tilt.”
Well, it took only a couple of weeks to frame the model, and just two sittings to cover the open surfaces with Super Coverite
(I used to be the R&D guy for Coverite, so I still have a pretty good private stash-on-hand of this amazing material). Honey
Maple stain by ZAR was applied over the Coverite, and a separate sheet of Coverite was stained with Dark Mahogany and
cut into strips for the rib strips and perimeters. The landing gear and exposed wood of the fuselage was stained with
American Oak, and everything was given two brush coats of semi-gloss urethane. Finally, the forward section of the fuselage
and the upper deck plywood were sheeted over with the thinnest print-industry Litho-Plate—also a gift, this time from Joe
Yalove, another longtime friend from the Valley Forge Signal Seekers.
My Blackburn carries a Zenoah G20EI up front, and uses a very basic Futaba 7C RC system with Spektrum servos, a 6V
receiver battery, and a 4.8V pack for the electronic ignition. I’m still working out a few kinks in the wing-warping system, but
adding a second 140-ounce roll servo and separating the right and left warp mechanism should fix the issues. If not, simply
replacing the single roll servo with a Spektrum servo at 316 ounces of torque will do it for sure.
After I conquer the warping dilemma, I’ll only have to add the aluminum cowl I purchased from Richard Barstow at D&B in
England, and mount the Williams Bros. dummy five-cylinder engine ahead of the Zenoah. Finally, Lisa will have to do her
magical painting thing on the Knights of the Air pilot bust.
North East Region members should contact me with any VRCS related items, including ideas for VRCS events at your field,
winter building activities, and any other VRCS related items that may be on your mind. Please contact me at
jefftroy@aol.com or 717-917-3670
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Fuselage sides and upper decking are covered with
print-industry Litho-Plate.

Open surface surfaces are covered with Super Coverite
and treated with ZAR stain.

Power is the G20EI (Electronic Ignition) from Zenoah
(horizonhobby.com)

Working out the wing-warping mechanism and rigging
on my dining room table.

Setting the wing dihedral and finalizing rigging lines.

Blackburn owning the loveseat.
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South Central Region
By George Wilson

Hello everybody. I hope everyone had a decent, if quiet holiday period, as we continue to go through the
longest model airplane building season on record. This is going to be a short note because I’m very busy
getting loose ends tied up as I prepare to retire from full time work at the end of January. I like what I do
as an aviation fuel research scientist, I just don’t want to do it full time anymore. As a scientist emeritus
my organization will let me keep my office while I work part time, a good deal for both parties.
I am keeping track of the AMA online contest calendar, looking for affinity opportunities where our vintage airplanes would
fit into the activity and be welcome. There are two or three already but look for me to send a list to the region some time in
February. One of the good things about this hobby is that it lets you get outside, a good thing, and it’s relative easy to
socially distance.
You may have seen the final rule for remote identification, RID, has been published. It didn’t go away, as some futilely
wished, but it is substantially improved from the original form. Here is a key point, you as a model flyer, do not have to
comply with the requirements for 30 months after the rule is officially published in the Federal Record. If you fly at an AMA
Club Site, you probably won’t have to do anything.
Personally, I’m still plugging away at rebuilding the Sig ¼ Scale Clipped Wing Cub that I acquired at a local swap meet
(remember those) in 2019. It was complete, airframe, motor and radio system but the radio system didn’t meet my
requirements and the airframe required major modifications. However it cost less that the kit itself so I can’t complain.
South Central Region members should contact me with any VRCS related items, including ideas for VRCS events at your field,
winter building activities, and any other VRCS related items that may be on your mind. Please contact me at
grw3flies@aol.com or 210-838-1429.

North Central Region
By David Swanson

North Central Region members should contact me with any VRCS related items, including ideas for VRCS
events at your field, winter building activities, and any other VRCS related items that may be on your
mind. Please contact me at w9eu@hotmail.com or 815-997-7755.

South East Region
By Rodney Earp
South East Region members should contact me with any VRCS related items, including ideas for
VRCS events at your field, winter building activities, and any other VRCS related items that may be
on your mind. Please contact me at vintagercse@gmail.com or 919-634-5129.
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Rudder only simulator
By
Dan Thompson

Purpose
To simulate a rudder only airplane using the Aerofly simulator on a PC. This paper is not meant to be a cookbook
construction article. It is published so you can see how I accomplished the task. You can do the same but a lot of
particulars depend on your choice of hardware.

Plane
The plane chosen was the Bleriot. A plane of this design is a slow outdoor flier and will function fine as a rudder
only.

Simulator interface
In order to be able to control a simulated plane with only the rudder, a way to modify the control signals going
into the simulator must be available. If the control transmitter is wired directly to the simulator, it makes the job
more difficult.
A simulator interface was purchased from Hobby King, part number 26000002. This interface communicates with the
PC via an USB connection. It can handle a direct wired transmitter as well as the outputs of a receiver for wireless
operation. A regular RC receiver is connected to the interface for only four channels. This receiver receives the
control signals from your transmitter and sends them to the simulator interface.
Since all PC simulators expect a minimum of 4 channels, a special adapter had to be constructed to accommodate
a rudder only transmitter with only two control channels. Throttle is optional, since some rudder only (RO) planes
did not have throttle control.
To simulate a RO with out throttle control, a special adapter, using a micro controller,was designed and
programmed to allow an operator to run the motor at high speed and to stop the engine to simulate the engine
quitting. This adapter plugs between the receiver and the simulator interface on the throttle channel.
For simplicity, rudder only airplanes are trimmed by setting the horizontal stabilizer for a nice glide and the engine
thrust angle for proper climb under power.
The Aerofly simulator does not allow the engine thrust angle to be changed. Since a RO does not have elevator
control, a special adapter was designed and programmed to allow the operator to set the elevator at a fixed
position to emulate changing the stabilizer angle on the actual plane.

Rudder only transmitter
A special rudder only transmitter was built to emulate the old single channel transmitter by using modern 2.4
GHz receivers and servos. This transmitter uses one push of the button for right and two pushes for left rudder.
Three pushes cycle the throttle servo through a high, medium and low sequence. For compatibility to receivers,
the transmitter actually sends four channels. Channel 2 is used for the rudder and channel 3 for the throttle.
VINTAGE FLIER
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The special single channel transmitter encoder used was developed by Jean-Marie Piednoir and was published in
the Vintage Flier newsletter about 2010.

Setting up the interface and simulator
It should be noted at this point that a standard transmitter can be used with its proportional controls. Put both
the elevator and throttle controls on the simulator interface box to bypass mode. This allows the regulator
transmitter to operate this control as well as the rudder. After you are able to fly the Bleriot as a three-channel
plane, set the elevator control to the pot position. Now fly the plane and turn the pot on the elevator control so
that the plane climbs under power and glides nicely without power.
After you have this working properly, switch to the rudder only push button transmitter and have fun.

Binding
The interface box has a bind switch built-in. If your receiver uses a bind plug, plug the cable from the switch to the
bind position. If your receiver uses a button for binding, this switch is not used.

Interface box operation
Elev
The switch marked Elev has two positions. The Pot position causes the special interface to substitute the pot
position on the board for the elevator setting. This is how you trim the elevator for rudder only flight. In the Pass
position, the elevator signal from the transmitter is passed through and allows the transmitter to control the
elevator for three channel operation.

Thr
The Thr is the throttle control switch. In the pass position the throttle channel from the transmitter is passed
through so the transmitter has control of the throttle. In the Hi position the interface box sets the throttle to high
and in the Lo position it sets the throttle to low. This allows the operator to simulate a RO without throttle
control. Set to Hi for takeoff and flight. Set to low to simulate the engine running out of fuel, just like the old days.

Wireless interface switch settings
The wireless interface has two switches on the side. Set one to the Aerofly position and the other to the wireless
position

Controls
In the controls menu for Aerofly go to the advanced section and select radio #1 ch 3 for engine 1.
Select radio #1 ch 4 for elevator 1 and radio #1 ch 2 for aileron 1 (actually that is the rudder)
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Simulator interface box with receiver, elevator and throttle controls.
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Simulator interface box with receiver, elevator and throttle controls.

Single channel transmitter front
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Single channel transmitter rear view.
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Advertising Rates for the VINTAGE FLIER
Cost of Ads:
¼ Page 4x5 - $10.00 per issue - available per year only
¼ Page 4x5 - $50.00 per year - 6 issues save $10.00
½ Page 8x5 - $20.00 per issue
½ Page 8x5 - $95.00 per year - 6 issues save $25.00
Full Page 8x10 - $40.00 per issue
Full Page 8x10 - $190.00 per year - 6 issues save $50.00
Ads must be submitted by the 1st of the month, one month prior to publication.
We are a bimonthly publication starting Jan/Feb.
Payment is due at the time the ad is placed.
Ad copies should be mailed to James Fuller, 3901 Springwood Dr., Clovis, NM 88101 or emailed
to james@plateautel.net.
For questions email the same address or call 575-769-0912.
Payment by check: mail to: Rick Bell VRCS Treasurer 38 Lexton Drive Farmington, CT 06032
PayPal payments to: vrcs-treasurer@vintagercsociety.org
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RICK BELL
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